An adventure of Mr. Hat

A theatre performance for children from 2 to 6 years
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An adventure of Mr. Hat

A theatre performance for children from 2 to 6 years

Performance: Tri Co.
Director: Emese Csornai, visual artist and light designer
Musician and Composer: Gabor Csongradi
Dancer and Choreographer: Silvia Bennett
+ Dramaturgic advise: Lou Cope

A choreographer who works with the image-based Nikolais technique, a visual artist
who specialized herself in light design and a visually triggered composer, all improvisers, meet each other in Amsterdam. This is all what was needed for Tri Co. creative
collaboration to form.
Silvia Bennett choreographer and Emese Csornai visual artist started working together in 2010. Within a year, Silvia established the Mono collective, and invited Emese to collaborate.
They created the Falling trilogy, and performed a number of improvisations. They
conduct The Pool improvisation sessions since 2013.
In 2013 they collaborated for the first time with Gabor Csongradi composer in creating On Being Ill, and shortly after Mouthpiece improvisation.
Continuing their creative exchange, in 2014 they create the Box piece - the newest
adventure of Mr Hat, for children, premiering in September..
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